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ORDER OF THE DAY 
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ORDER OF BUSINESS 

1. Administration of Oath 

2. Communication from the Chair 

3. Messages 

4. Petitions 

5. Papers 

6. Notice of Motion 

7. Motions and Bill  

Hon. Speaker Sir, I beg to move the following motion;  

THAT, AWARE THAT, that the functions of cultural activities and public entertainment 

including sports and cultural activities and facilities are vested to County Governments pursuant 

to paragraph 4 of Part Two of the Fourth schedule to the Constitution of Kenya;  

FURTHER AWARE, that sport is a very essential activity both socially and economically to 

individual as well as groups;  

NOTING THAT, the only sport facility existing in the County is next to a School (Garissa 

Primary School), it’s evident that the same has turned to a loading and off-loading bay for the 

Lorries mostly carrying perishable goods from the nearby Counties and a parking lot for tippers 

as they wait for customers to engage them. This has literally turned the said facility into a drug 

den and a hide out for criminals who on many occasions interrupted the very peaceful learning 

environment for the said school. 



CONCERNED That, the difficulty to access the school occasioned by the matatus turning the 

school gate in to a stage is evident and this is caused by touts who even harass the school going 

girls. Additionally, the noise from these matatus is really pathetic and affecting the very peaceful 

learning environment required by the Learners.  

AKNOWLEDGING that, there are limited spaces for children and generally the public to play 

and interact which is an integral element of growth for both;  

NOW THEREFORE, this Assembly urges the County Government through the departments of 

Lands and that of Gender and Sports to intervene and salvage the situation by relocating the 

Matatus to a designated area and refurbish the Garissa playground to an acceptable standard. 

 

HON. MAHAT ABDIKADIR 

MCA-MODOGASHE WARD                                          

 

 


